Joseph Smith In The Pyramid
The Great Pyramid of Giza; tells the events of the earth. (over 5,000 years ago.)

Great Pyramid of Giza:
last days,

Isaiah 2:2

And it shall come to pass in the

Isaiah 19:19

In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of

to the LORD

Egypt, and a pillar at the border thereof
. (The great
pyramid of Giza in Egypt; was the dividing line between Upper Egypt and
Lower Egypt, and the great pyramid is in the middle of Egypt.)
Isaiah 19:20

it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto
the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they shall cry unto the LORD
And

because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one, and
he shall deliver them.
Kings chamber is like the Celestial Kingdom where Heavenly Father will rule.
Queens chamber is like the Terrestrial Kingdom where Jesus Christ will rule.
Grotto chamber is like the Telestial Kingdom where the Holy Ghost will rule.
Subterranean (Pit) chamber is like the Outer Darkness where Satan and Cain will rule.
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The Apostle Paul talks about the 3 Kingdoms or Glories.
1 Corinthians 15:40 There are also celestial bodies, and bodies
terrestrial : but the glory of the celestial is one, and the glory of
the terrestrial is another.
1 Corinthians 15:41 There is one glory of the sun , and another
glory of the moon , and another glory of the stars : for one star
differeth from another star in glory.
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Jesus Christ died as a martyr, at 0 AD at the beginning of the “Grand Gallery”, and
after the blocked “First Ascending Passage” way.
Joseph Smith died as a martyr, at 1844 AD, at the end of the Grand Gallery, with
the fullness of the Gospel towards the “Celestial”.
This is written in stone as a witness unto Heavenly Father and their blood will
testify the restoration of the Gospel and Truth unto the whole world.
The start of the floor of the Grand Gallery for Jesus Christ and to the end of the
Grand Gallery at the great step for Joseph Smith.
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Mobs killed two great men bringing salvation to all who would accept the gospel of
Jesus Christ.

D&C 135:3 Joseph Smith, the Prophet and Seer of the Lord, has done more,
save Jesus only, for the salvation of men in this world, than any other man that
ever lived in it.
In the short space of twenty years, he has brought forth the Book of Mormon, which
he translated by the gift and power of God, and has been the means of publishing it
on two continents; has sent the fulness of the everlasting gospel, which it contained
to the four quarters of the earth; has brought forth the revelations and
commandments which compose this book of D&C, and many other wise documents
and instructions for the benefit of the children of men; gathered many thousands of
the Latter-day Saints, founded a great city, and left a fame and name that cannot be
slain.
Joseph Smith lived great, and he died great in the eyes of God and his people;
and like most of the Lord's anointed in ancient times, has sealed his mission
and his words with his own blood; and so has his brother Hyrum.
In life they were not divided, and in death they were not separated!
On January 29, 1844, the Prophet Joseph Smith formally decided to run for the
office of president of the United States for righteous causes.
The assassination ends the campaign.
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The Prophet Joseph Smith became a martyr for the truth and the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
The mobs killed Jesus Christ and the mobs killed Joseph Smith, they both died as
martyr’s.

THE HOLY BIBLE – KJV:
We as a people need to come back to our Heavenly Father and Jesus Christ to have
Eternal Life, Exaltation, and True Happiness.
The time is short, Heavenly Father and Jesus Christ has Restored His Church in
these Latter-days, before Armageddon, in 1830 and it is going to all nations of the
earth.

Knowledge has been pouring out since before the Civil War (Dan 12:4, 9), now we
are far into outer space.
Daniel 12:4

But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book,

time of the end:

even to the

many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be

increased.
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Daniel 12:9

And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and

sealed

till the time of the end.
It has to be Restored in the early 1800’s. It has to go around the World, to
every nation, people, kindreds, and tongues. (Rev. 14:6-7) In our DAY . . .
Revelations 14:6

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel
to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred,
and tongue, and people,

Revelations 14:7

Saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of his
judgment is come: and worship him that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and
the fountains of waters. (The Restored Church, in the Last Days, would have to
be a large enough Church to have missionaries in every nation.)
(The Bible has been here from the beginning, but another gospel, which is the
“Another Book or the Book of Mormon, which is just as important as the
Bible is”. (Dan 12:4,9; Ezek 37:16-17; Matt 5:19; Isa 2:2-3,7; Micah 4:1-2,78; John 10:16, 16:12; Rev 4:4,10; Amos 3:7) We are ready for another gospel
- more meat from Jesus Christ. We cannot WAIT . . . Come unto the Lord.
Two Books in the Lord’s Hand. (Matt 5:19))

A dispensation of the gospel is a period of time in which the Lord has at least one
authorized servant on the earth who bears the holy priesthood and the keys, and
who has a divine commission to dispense the gospel to the inhabitants of the earth.
Each time, after a period of falling away, the gospel is revealed anew, so that people
of that dispensation have accurate and unadulterated information upon which to
build their faith.
The Lord has restored His gospel and priesthood authority in this final dispensation
through the Prophet Joseph Smith and the truth is going to all nations.
Matthew 6:9

After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be
thy name. (Address our Heavenly Father, NOT Jesus Christ, for Heavenly
Father is the giver of all blessings, and Jesus Christ is the advocate on our
part to our Heavenly Father.)

Matthew 6:10

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
(Thy Kingdom Come; Has been Restored to earth again, through Joseph
Smith, the Prophet.)
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Revelation 5:1

And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the throne a book written within and
on the backside, sealed with seven seals. (The seven seals are the seven
dispensations on this earth, with seven great prophets opening each
dispensation for there time and passed down till it died out in [the great
Apostasy after Jesus Christ died and the Apostles died.] and restored again in
the Latter-days.)

Daniel 2:44

And

in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up

a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be
left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these
kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever. (The Priesthood Power to act for God
will destroy the kings of the earth in the Latter-days, by the law or scriptures
when Jesus Christ restores His Kingdom through Joseph Smith, the Last
Dispensation and it will go to all nations of the earth.)
Ephesians 1:9

Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his good
pleasure which he hath purposed in himself:

Ephesians 1:10

That in the

dispensation of the fulness of times

he might

one

gather together in
all things in Christ, both which are in heaven, and
which are on earth; even in him: (The restored Keys to act for God, the
Priesthood Power and Authority to have the fullness form God again in the
Last Days, and has to be a large Church to go to all nations and people.
Joseph Smith was that ONE in the Last Days to receive that honor and be
called a Prophet of God.)

Not all Dispensations had the fullness of the gospel.

Seven (7) Dispensations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adam 4,000 BC
Enoch 3,000 BC
Noah 2,500 BC
Abraham 2,000 BC
Moses 1,500 BC
Jesus 0 BC / 0 AD His Death

Then a Great Apostasy – falling away from God.
7.

Joseph Smith 1,844 AD (1805 – 1844)
(Last Restoration before the Millennium)
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The world does not understand what the
date of 1844 meaning is???????
Read what the world is saying about the year 1844:
http://www.greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr2.htm
Many Pyramid writers have given the date 1844 to this most distinctive aspect of the
Pyramid's geometry. This date is derived the same way as the Exodus point and the
point representing Christ's resurrection, by counting a year to an inch.
But none of the Pyramid writers have offered much of an explanation for that
date.
There is one overlooked movement, world-wide in extent, to which the date
1844 stands out with unmistakable singularity.
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http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/pyramid/
Considering for instance the ascending passage, then the length of the Grand Gallery
(upper part of the ascending passage) as measured along the floor, turns out to be as
many inches as there were years between the crucifixion of Christ and 1844. Why use inches to measure the pyramid? As it turns out, the great pyramid
measuring unit is almost exactly the same length as the inch we are using today, it is
called the "Pyramid Inch". - And what happened in 1844? - History books don't
mention anything important to have occurred that year.
http://greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr3.htm
When Napoleon directed his scientists to study in earnest the mysteries of a
monument beyond the reach of their Enlightened rationalism, he could not know that
the ticking chronograph of the Grand Gallery was soon to reach the Great Step,
indicating in the Pyramid's inch-for-a-year symbolism the year 1844.
It should be noted that these events, notched in the Pyramid's timeline millenia ago - The Exodus, the crucifixtion of Christ, and 1844 -- are not only indicated by the
inch-year key, but also by a geometric key.

http://jefferyallan.ca/pyramid.htm
Although many persons of many religious backgrounds came to subscribe to
pyramidology, in the United States it received its primary acceptance among the
heirs of the Millerites or the followers of William Miller who had expected Christ
to return in 1843 and then in 1844.

http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/pyramid_upper_passage.htm
Considering for instance the ascending passage, then the length of the Grand Gallery
(upper part of the ascending passage) as measured along the floor, turns out to be as
many inches as there were years between the crucifixion of Christ and 1844. Why use inches to measure the pyramid?
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As it turns out, the pyramid measuring unit is almost exactly the same length as the
inch we are using, it is called the “Pyramid Inch”. - And what happened in 1844? History books don't mention anything important to have occurred that year.

http://www.alaska.net/~peace/pyramid.htm
But they didn't know what occurred in 1844. Piazza Smith found the 1844 and he
found it in the 1860s or something like that, and he swore that if he would have
found that date earlier, back in the 1830s or something like that, he would swear
that that would be the date for the return of Jesus Christ. That is, since Jesus
Christ didn't come down out of the sky, he discounted that that could be the date for
the return of Jesus Christ. He found that 1844 in the Bible was the date for the
return, which we went through when we were going over the proofs. So this is all
a mystery.
http://www.timstouse.com/EarthHistory/Egypt/GreatPyramid/ancientmystery.htm
But the Great Step represents a change of floor line, a change of direction. What is
the time of the Great Step according to the Great Pyramid, and what is its
significance, its meaning? Many Pyramid writers have given the date 1844 to this
most distinctive aspect of the Pyramid's geometry. This date is derived the same
way as the Exodus point and the point representing Christ's resurrection, by
counting a year to an inch. But none of the Pyramid writers have offered much of an
explanation for that date. Tom Valentine points out that 1844 is a date with some
meaning in the Ba'hai faith, but this is rather unsatisfying, especially considering
the remarkable conformance of traditional Judaeo-Christian history with the
Pyramid.
There is one overlooked movement, world-wide in extent, to which the date
1844 stands out with unmistakable singularity. Since this date, marked out by
the silent, unerring stone of the Great Pyramid 1000 years before Moses wrote
Genesis, marks the gateway to the Pyramid's final horizontal passage as it
approaches the King's Chamber, its explanation will begin part III of this work.
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Since the Pyramid pinpointed the dates of two singular, epochal moments in
Judaeo-Christian history, (the Exodus and the Cross) we can be forgiven if we
look with some sense of insightful expectation at the timeline of that which lies just
before us in time...

Ezekiel 37:16

Moreover, thou son of man, take thee one stick, and write upon it, For Judah,
and for the children of Israel his companions: then take another stick, and write
upon it, For Joseph, the stick of Ephraim, and for all the house of Israel his
companions:
(Bible is the stick of Judah and the Book of Mormon is the stick of Ephraim.)

Ezekiel 37:17

And join them one to another into one stick; and they shall become one in
thine hand. (Both books are from the Lord, they are His gospel.)

The Lord Jesus Christ called Joseph Smith as the Prophet in these Latter-days.
You need to read the Book of Mormon and ask God if it be true, and by the power
of the Holy Ghost, it will be revealed to you.
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Moroni 10:3

Behold, I would exhort you that when ye shall read these things, if it be wisdom in
God that ye should read them, that ye would remember how merciful the Lord hath
been unto the children of men, from the creation of Adam even down until the time
that ye shall receive these things, and ponder it in your hearts.

Moroni 10:4

And when ye shall receive these things, I would exhort you that ye would ask
God, the Eternal Father, in the name of Christ, if these things are not true;
and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart, with real intent, having faith in Christ,
he will manifest the truth of it unto you, by the power of the Holy Ghost.

Moroni 10:5

And by the power of the Holy Ghost ye may know the truth of all things.

Moroni 10:6

And whatsoever thing is good is just and true; wherefore, nothing that is good
denieth the Christ, but acknowledgeth that he is.

Moroni 10:7

And ye may know that he is, by the power of the Holy Ghost; wherefore I would
exhort you that ye deny not the power of God; for he worketh by power, according
to the faith of the children of men, the same today and tomorrow, and forever.

As Saints of the Lord; we need to be prepared Spiritually and Physically.
We need to repent of sins and forsake them: we need to be Temple worthy; we need
to be full of Charity and Love towards one another and forgive.

Matthew 5:19

Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least

shall teach men so,
he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven:
commandments, and

but whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven.
May Jesus Christ bless you with knowledge?
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First Vision

The authority to Baptize, John the Baptist restored the Aaronic Priesthood to
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery. Joseph Smith Baptizes Oliver Cowdery. Then
Oliver Baptizes Joseph Smith. Then Peter, James, and John restored the
Melchizedek Priesthood to Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery.
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In the Sacred and Holy name of Jesus Christ, Amen
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DISCLAIMER:
This is not legal or technical advice as I am NOT qualified, nor trained in such field or an attorney. These are
simply things that I have discovered along the way, and that you can talk about with your friends or with his/her
attorney, I am just a caring person. The information I am presenting is from both personal experience and internet
search engines studies and research. I am advocating knowledge, general information, and that should remain a
personal preference. Everyone reading this article should research more about this topic first and consider asking
their attorney and/or technical advisor’s if it is real or not, my data may be all wrong, but you judge for yourself.
This is not any technical advice; it is an opinion of my personal experiences, and it is not my own field of study.
No technical claims can be made by this article, subject, and/or information, under Federal law. Otherwise, the
Law can take care of the ones involved with marketing and distributing said technical data all the way to the courts
if they make any such like claims. Data off the internet are not regulated by the Law, as of yet, as a legal or
technical advice and/or aid for better knowledge and evaluations. This information is for education only and is not
meant to diagnose, treat, cure, prevent or prescribe for any disease or medical condition.

All information in this presentation is for reference purpose only and not intended to substitute advice given
by a pharmacist, physician or other licensed health care professional.
Do not use this information for treating a disease or to make a self-diagnosis. Should any of the symptoms
or signs noted and described in this presentation be present, seek the advice of your primary care physician
for testing and diagnosis. A serious medical condition could occur if left unattended.
This information is solely for informational purposes. It is not intended to provide legal or technical advice. Before
engaging in any technical data or technique, including the use of this data, you should do your own research, and
then consult your present legal or technical advice. If your technical person or does not believe in alternative data
presented and you would like to give them as advice then find a reputable legal or technical advice, familiar with
this type of data and knowledge for your needs that can assist you in deciding what advice might meet your specific
needs. The accuracy or verifiability of details was found on internet and may not be true.
This is not a replacement for any new knowledge, answers, and/or professional technical advice. The statements
contained on this article have not been reviewed and/or approved by the legal or technical advice board for their
validity. Nothing contained on or in this article is meant to infer and/or state that any legal or technical advice are
for the use of any legal or technical advice.
This article is for information and education purposes only and/or does not constitute advice. The information in
this article strives to provide content that is true and accurate; however, I give no guarantee the accuracy of the
contents, as some information changes constantly. Always consult your attorney and/or technical advisor before
using this data if you have any known mistakes, please let me know as soon as possible and it will be corrected.
This has no connection with any Churches and/or Religions, just purely for informational purposes, just
information found on the internet, just doing my own research. Some of the above data may be religious in nature.
You may find more supporting information or information contrary to the subject or material. This subject or
material is just to make you think how you can live or survive in this great world. Much of the data is copied from
website with URL address found on the internet. Some subjects may be offensive by some readers.
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